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1.Introduction
Angelic combines turn-based strategy combat with a narrative RPG, all backed by a collaboratively crafting
science-fiction setting thanks to blockchain technology. Get ready to shape a massive conflict in the dark
and compelling universe of Angelic.
Join the Ranks of the Angels! It will not be an easy journey, and each action will have deep echoing
repercussions. But don’t worry, you won’t have to do it alone.
Angelic features a collaborative development between the developers and the fans: United, we expand
the universe.
Backed by the blockchain, you can create cosmetic items, ships, and even hero NFTs to use or trade
them. Thanks to our DAO mechanism, our community will also have significant governance over the
game and IP.
Enter the Angelic Metaverse! Play the base game and enjoy the narrative, join the multiplayer mode,
participate in colony wars, forge alliances, fight co-op missions, or optionally create and trade your NFTs
and stake Angelverse tokens to gain governance rights. Angelic will also be a multiplatform game, so a
massive community will be waiting for you to play and trade.
The options are limitless. It is up to you how to participate and enjoy.

1.1 Why?
Since 2000, Erkan Bayol, Founder at Metaverse Game Studios and Game Director at Angelic, dreamt about
a game universe which would be collaboratively crafted by its audience along with the core contributors.
First, he led Céiron Alternative Reality project and rallied tons of people via forums and messaging
platforms such as ICQ and Windows Messenger (old times…) to co-design a game universe and fiction.
Later, he established Céidot Game Studios, sold his own real estates to inject enough capital into the
company until international investors arrived, and directed many AA and AAA, singleplayer and
multiplayer game projects based on original Intellectual Properties (IP). Millions of players enjoyed
Céidot’s games, but most importantly, their audiences were always a part of the story.
In 2016, after Erkan left his position as a Director of Game Operations at Crytek GmbH, he established
Metaverse Reality Labs to start the development of Angelic, and to utilize blockchain technologies with
the help of his friends. They realized the immense potential of blockchain technologies, and wanted to use
it to properly integrate their community into the game. After 6 months of development and work they
have managed to come up with a playable combat module prototype of Angelic, but neither investors nor
the people were ready for the blockchain revolution. The public opinion was negative and to make things
even worse, a military coup happened in Turkey, effectively annihilating all the startups in the country.
The project had to be shelved for a long time.
In 2020 April, Erkan restarted the initiative, established Metaverse Game Studios in Florida, US, and
gathered an amazing team to revive Angelic. Within a couple of months, 40+ talented people from the US,
Macedonia, China, Israel, Turkey, Iran, Mexico, Ukraine, Poland, Australia, Germany, and Syria joined the
project. They all believed in Angelic and its vision and despite the troubles caused by the coronavirus
outbreak, they did not let their dreams go once again.
From the beginning in April 2020 till the end of 2021, the team had to survive with their own resources.
The immense passion and dedication of the team and their belief in the vision kept the project going. Now
some of the most respected blockchain venture capitals, investors and advisors are joining the journey.
Still, the team knows the journey will be a long one, and to continue, we need even more allies. There is a
massive universe to design, a fun game to craft and an epic narrative to weave into.

So, please join us. We need you. Let’s build this metaverse together, united!

1.2 Who?
Metaverse is an independent game development company based in Florida, US, and the team is led by
industry veterans. More than 100 million players have enjoyed our games so far, and many of our titles
have been acquired by industry giants such as Ubisoft, Microsoft, Mail.ru and Peak Games.

Please refer to the “Section 11: Team” section for more details on team members. Besides the developers
and artists we have on the team, remember, we are collaboratively building this metaverse together with
our fans and investors. Thus, do not forget to check our Telegram and Discord channels to meet with the
community, or should we say, with the other team members?

Angelic Official Discord Channel
Angelic Official Telegram Channel

2. What is Angelic?
Angelic is a massive game that offers a compelling and immersive single player experience and a
sophisticated and deep multiplayer layer. Unlike many other blockchain games out there which was
focusing on raising money first and figuring out how to make a game later, we have always prioritized the
game and that is why even today you can watch hours long gameplay footages, lore introductions, vlogs,
and even play1 an early-stage vertical slice that offers 3 hours long gameplay!

2.1 Blockchain Mechanics
Blockchain is a decentralized, immutable database that is secured by its network. Larger networks provide
more security. Thanks to blockchain technology, we can also convert our players’ digital data (ie. Items,
characters, ships, etc…) into tangible assets that can have monetary value. Since these assets will be
backed by blockchain, they will be truly owned by players and cannot be replicated or destroyed.
Popularly known as nonfungible tokens (NFTs), these smart contracts run on blockchain networks
guarantee players’ ownership over their assets. Blockchain features also let us provide earning
mechanisms for players by simply playing the game. However, we prefer not to call Angelic a mere playto-earn game. We want our players’ main motivation would be having fun. Therefore, Angelic is a deep
and immersive game first. We are implementing blockchain features to give the ownership back to the
players, to let them earn money along the way, and most importantly, to provide governance rights to
them over the title they would care about.
Apart from the features that give our players to earn money while playing the game (generally referring
as play-to-earn mechanics), we also benefit from the wonders of blockchain technologies to implement a
major DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization) body in which players can join and contribute.
Please refer to “Section 4. Crafting and Training” and “Section 5. DAO Mechanisms” for more details.

1

Early stage playable build was distributed to the selected influencers and gaming press in April-May 2021.

2.2 Token Utilities and Economics Introduction

The very foundation of Angelic is based on the concept of collaborative development approach. We
want to make sure that everyone who invests in our vision profits a fair share of the wealth we
create as a community.

To achieve a well-balanced in-game economics model that could offer a satisfying monetary reward
system to players and enhance the fun gameplay feeling, while presenting a fair and robust voting and
DAO mechanism, Angelic utilizes two different currencies: ANGELVERSE $ANGL (the DAO / governance
token) and NEO-COIN $NCOIN (gaming token).
For more information, please refer to Section “7. Angelic Economics and Tokenomics”.

2.3 The Narrative
Angelic has a dark science-fiction setting and a dystopian future tune. You will find tons of post-apocalyptic
vibes and cyberpunk-ish tunes, all weaved with scientifically accurate future fiction elements.

2.3.1 Lore Introduction
In the 28th century, 200 years after the interhuman war between the corporations and neo-humans, long
forgotten "angels" returned from deep space. The corporations dominated the Earth long ago and the
neo-humans' arrival raised a red alert for them. Especially after they discovered there was a dreadful and
hostile fungus spreading in their deep-space colonies, a plague that can infect any kind of living organism.

Click here to watch the lore introduction move!

You are no longer a human. You have transcended and are now known as Phoenix, a unique neo-human
prototype. You were engineered by Iset the Mother herself, who is a goddess and your redeemer, and also
your companion.

You will meet other companions on your adventure. These potential allies might have different abilities,
agendas, motivations, and desires. Together with your team, you will leave your mark in this universe
deeply. Even though the fate of the universe is not up to you, still your decisions may have lasting
consequences.
Please look at our previous developer blog entries and Youtube channel for more details on the story,
characters, lore and gameplay.

2.3.1 Humans and Corporations
Overpopulation, global warming and clean water source shortages paved the way to populist and radical
governments during the 21st century. Racism and religious-fanaticism fueled wars between the
underdeveloped nations, but the biggest catastrophes happened due to the digital warfare between the
developed countries. Eventually a nuclear war broke, followed by a massive fallout era, and eventually
triggered the so-called 2nd Dark Age of humanity.
Governments collapsed and an age of anarchy began. Despite the circumstances, scientists around the
world formed a united body officially known as the Terran Union, and commonly referred to simply as “the
Hope”. The Terran Union helped millions of people to rebuild and reorganize their lives.
At first, specialized guilds and companies arose to focus and solve specific problems of people. Instead of
forming governmental bodies based on national or religious identities, this time humans preferred to lend
governance rights to various companies and decentralized organizations. From the ashes of the old world,
a new world arose within 2 centuries, based on global companies and decentralized organizations.
A new economic model was also born. Since there were no governments and central banks left, companies
decided to use cryptocurrencies, with bitcoin as a main reserve currency, and blockchain technologies took
deep roots to help companies organize global and inter-corporate relations.
Legal system was also overhauled. Blockchain based smart contracts did not require much jurisdiction for
execution, everything was already automatic and authentic. However, companies formed another
corporation, the Supreme Jurisdiction, and agreed to lend all the authority to solve disputes between
companies, especially on conflicting smart contract problems, or about uncovered, newly arisen issues.

Unfortunately, with the rapid expansion of the human population, things changed quickly. Competition
once again overcame the “unified human front” approach. Companies turned into mega-corporations.
Cosmic expansion began and especially the developments on AI and synths effectively turned billions of
people useless and enhanced the power of corporations even more. Even the Supreme Jurisdiction
corrupted and turned into “Supreme Cartel”. It no longer serves humanity anymore, it is only serving the
interests of corporations.
Today, there are roughly 12 billion humans present. 10 billion of them are living on Earth, and it is
estimated that 90% of them are living under severe poverty conditions. 2 billion of them are living on space
stations, capital ships and deep space colonies. Regardless of their home and wealth level, they all have
one thing in common. They are all members of corporations. They are born as employees, and unless they
risk being a “ronin”, they die as one.

2.3.2 Neo-Humans
Neo-Humans were originally created by a now-defunct company: Angelicon. After staying neutral during
the corporation wars for decades, Angelicon’s situation quickly changed when they declared an overly
ambitious project: Transcendence.
All of a sudden, they became a threat to all big corporations, cartels, syndicates, and trusts.

Iset, also known as Isis. She is often called by Iset the Transcendent One by humans. Neo-humans,
however, call her as Iset the Mother.

The world’s system was based on a “professional slavery,” and even the possibility of elevating random
people towards the top of the pyramid, with unseen talents, amazing intellectual capabilities and
potentially immortal bodies was a cardinal sin in the eyes of the mega corporations.

And “Project Transcendence” was offered to even common people just that…
The Supreme Cartel quickly overtook the control of the project. Most of the program’s benefits were
limited to only top-level corporation people. There will also be other neo-humans to “transcend” but they
will be under the strict authority of the corporations. They will only be another wave of professional slaves.
Many complications arose quickly. To fix them, the program was expanded. Neo-humans’ amazing
capabilities were too attractive for corporations to let go, and the program was a way out for tens of
thousands of desperate people. Even the press was calling them “angels”.
Soon almost every corporation became dependent on Angelicon’s technology and neo-humans. Nobody
wanted to see what was obvious. Eventually, however, what was inevitable happened: A rebellion!
Even Angelicon could not stop or control them. Quickly the rebellion turned into an all-out conflict, known
as the interhuman war.
Then something unimaginable happened. A new type
of neo-human appeared, and blew up the Nexus, the
biggest and most expensive space station ever built by
the corporations. Her name was Daeva2, and she was
categorized as the first “arch-angel” ever seen.
It turned out Iset, the first ever created neo-human,
was capable of engineering other neo-humans. Now
called the “fallen angels”, Iset and her angels crushed
the corporations swiftly and the Supreme Cartel asked
for an unconditional surrender.
Then, mysteriously, angels started to retreat. Nobody
understood what was happening. In two weeks they
are all gone.
These events happened two centuries ago, and just as
humanity forgot their silicon-based cousins, neohumans started to return from deep space.
First-gen neo-humans were created by Angelicon, and
mostly as slaves for corporations. Second-gen neohumans have projected face features that are rare.
They are superior on all fronts compared to first-gen
series. Third-gen neo-humans, also known as archangels, were engineered by Iset the Mother herself and all of them are unique. It is speculated that there
might be different variations.
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For more details on Daeva, refer to our 5th vlog and check the 3rd Section: Heroes of Angelic.

You will play as Phoenix, a prototype neo-human created by Iset, during the single player campaign, and
command a group of spectacular heroes. In the multiplayer mode, you will be able to create, buy or rent
neo-human characters from different tiers.

2.3.3 The Infested
The term “Infestation” refers to an immensely dangerous, expansionist, invasive and contagious
mushroom which uses incredibly fast spores that are being produced and ejected via the main spore
colony bodies to spread.
It is a terrorizing deep space phenomenon. Little known about its origins, but the dreadful effects were
well observed. Spores can easily infect any kind of living organism, effectively turning them into the
extensions of the main colony. It is also proven that many alien civilizations were annihilated by it.
On some extremely rare occasions, infested organisms may keep their independence and consciousness.
Their form and physical attributes are ultimately altered, and it is unclear if there will be any form of
connection between them and the infested spore colonies.
Infestation can quickly cover entire surfaces of planets, and xeno-biologists speculate the spores primarily
harness energy from radiation and heat sources such as light rays and geothermal wells. Spore colonies
use most types of liquids (except freezing agents such as liquid nitrogen) as catalyzers; therefore, it is illadvised to combine fluid with infected tissues. Extreme cold can stop the spores temporarily, and
conventional weapons, certain energy weapons, ais3 and powerful acidic solvents are effective against the
infested organisms.

In 2702, Hoshi Ryū corporation accidentally discovered the first infested planet during one of their deep
space expeditions. They were searching for anomalies, and they found a dreadful one.

3

Ais is an enigmatic magic-like power, only accessible by the infested and some arch-angels (3rd gen neo-humans).
It is capable of manipulating gravity, matter and energy.

Still, the best defense against infestation is staying away from it, therefore for humans it is essential to
keep the infestation away from their colonies, stations and most importantly, from Earth. A lot of deep
space colonies were annihilated by the infestation already, but since then humans learnt how to
quarantine infested deep space territories and protect themselves from the accidental infections.
Infestation cannot infect neo-humans or synths but can still spread to cybernetic humans.

2.3.4 The Story
You were a military pilot before the infestation decimated your home station. Now you are scavenging
with your friends. One day, your ship captured a peculiar signal. Analysis revealed an astonished discovery:
It was a neo-human beacon!
You were piloting Thundershark; your ship. Together with your companions, Zarya Aurora Mólnija and
Xander Aidan, you investigated the equator region of exoplanet Kepler 1649c and found a breath-taking
structure: An angel core.
Unfortunately, you were not the only one who found the core. Somebody else was also after it. Even
worse, that somebody was no ordinary person: Daeva!
Daeva was trying to find the core, because it belongs to a significant character. You have accidentally
ruined her plans to capture the core, and to your demise her wrath was terrible. She killed you and your
companions, and left without touching the core, because it was already awakened.
Iset the Mother, the goddess, the first neo-human ever created, the very first angel and bane of the
corporations emerged from the gates of the massive core.
You do not know why she decided to save you and revive your friends. For some reason, she did redeem
all of you and even welcomed your party to her semi-conscious ship.

Phoenix, after his transcendence, bows to his redeemer Iset before taking command of the mothership.

Of course, there will be a cost. There is always a cost...
Your body was beyond repair, and Iset was forced to transcend you into a neo-human. Not an ordinary
neo-human, you have been engineered into a hybrid body. As a natural result of the transcendence
process, your memories were mostly wiped out. Now you will have to deal with a massive confusion. You
can remember Aurora, your love, and Xander, your mentor. But you cannot remember anything else. They
also cannot remember much about you, since Iset also modified their memories.
You now have amazing abilities and are almost immortal. As cool as they sound, becoming a neo-human
also brings its own terrors. How can you love Aurora, how can you touch her? Which side are you on? Are
you still a human, or something else?
Besides, why has Iset revived you? Why does she let you command her mothership? And what is her
ultimate goal?

Get ready to join a massive conflict, where you will have to question the morality of humanity, and struggle
to make the right decision most of the time.
Evolve, adapt, advance… Love, hate, shun…
Exploit, aid, hide.
Take action and rise!

TO AVOID GIVING SPOILERS, WE DO NOT SHARE DETAILS ABOUT THE EVENTS HAPPENING IN THE
MULTIPLAYER MODE. WE STRONGLY ADVISE OUR PLAYERS TO FINISH THE SINGLE PLAYER CAMPAIGN
FIRST, BEFORE JUMPING INTO THE MULTIPLAYER.

2.3.5 Osiris
Osiris, a one-of-a-kind neo-human mothership, is your home. Although we categorize the ship as a
mothership, Osiris is quite small compared to other similar ships.
Its most important feature is, however, something incredibly significant: Osiris is the ship of Iset the
Mother. In other words, it is a ship that belongs to a goddess.
Osiris has a lot of compartments. Command Information Center, or CIC in short, is the main compartment.
Heroes will have their private quarters, as well. Workshop compartment, massive labs section that
includes Angel Core Kernels, Ports, Cybernetics, Medbay, Xeno-Biology Dome, etc… and even bar and
prison compartments will be other major areas in the ship you can visit and customize.
The possibility of wandering inside your ship, enjoying small and smart design details of its architecture,
looking at the infinite blackness of the space through the glass corridors of the ship, and drinking with your
friends after a challenging mission is so thrilling and inspiring for us. We hope you also find this idea
exciting!

Osiris, the one-of-a-kind ghost mothership engineered by Iset the Mother herself.

Osiris will not be your only vessel. Thundershark, your custom-built combat dropship is still with you.
Additionally, you can build, buy or rent additional ships to expand your crew since each ship can only
sustain a certain number of characters. Please refer to “2.4.3 Character and Ship Progression Mechanics”
for more details.

2.4 Gameplay
Angelic combines turn-based strategy combat with a narrative RPG, all backed by a collaboratively crafting
science-fiction setting thanks to blockchain technology.

2.4.1 Single Player
Get ready to shape a massive conflict while playing the single player mode, in the dark and compelling
universe of Angelic.
You will command a one-of-a-kind spaceship, which is a home for you and your allies. You will be able to
talk with your companions, customize and upgrade them.
The Universe of Angelic is quite a dark and unforgiving place. You may need to forge alliances with dark
characters or might be forced to make some painful decisions from time to time. Your decisions might not
make all your friends happy, and you will need to be extra careful to keep them motivated and loyal.
Your companions are all unique and colorful characters, and make no mistake, they are NOT your soldiers.
Most of them are far more powerful than you, and each one of them have different motivations and goals.
They might like you, hate you, or fall in love with you... Even if they love you, they may still leave you. Even
if they hate you, they may still remain with you... Things are quite complicated, and your job will not be
easy as their leader to keep them in line. They all have unique abilities and powers, so it is best to convince
them to stay with you; otherwise, combat can become much more difficult for you.
Osiris, the main ship you command, is a special ghost ship which was engineered by Iset the Mother, a
goddess and a legendary character. Its capabilities are beyond your comprehension, but you will be able
to unlock its features and even customize it along the way!
And finally, YOU, the main hero of the game... You are also incredibly special. You were a human pilot
once, until you were killed by an archangel and then saved by Iset the Mother. Now you are a neo-human,
but not just a regular one. You are a prototype, and only Iset knows your true potential. It will be up to
you how you are going to evolve, but one thing is for sure. You will become the next archangel!

2.4.2 Multiplayer
Angelic also offers its players a massively multiplayer gaming
experience. You can directly jump into the multiplayer mode or
complete the single player campaigns first.
In the multiplayer world, you will create your custom character (avatar)
and join the neo-human alliances4 while playing the game.
Players can also form a guild or join one of the existing ones to play the
game cooperatively with their friends and other players. Refer to
“2.4.2.2 Player Guilds” section for details.
For details on features, please refer to “2.4.2.3 Multiplayer Features”.

2.4.2.1 Alliances
THE PRODIGIES
A group of archangels led by Atum the Mysterious formed that alliance
long ago, which made them one of the oldest alliances. They believe
they are superior than the other angels since their scientific knowledge
excels them and their rapid development pace comparing the others
somehow made them believe they should separate themselves and
form an elite league to continue their advancements without having to
wait for other, "inferior" angels.
They have especially concentrated on the secrets of ankhenon stone
and it would be safe to say that they are the most advanced ones to
benefit from the stone's uses.
They were also the first ones to create synths to serve themselves, and
today the most advanced synths often come from the hands of the
Prodigy engineers.
Reachability : Mysterious (Very Hard) – You need to either obtain
certain items from the single player campaign, or get an invitation from
one of the members of the alliance.
Interests
: Technology, Ankhenon, Advancement, Power, Science,
Exploration, Space
Dislikes
: Corporations, Trade Unions and Networks, Chaos

4

You can join multiple neo-human alliances to access their benefits.

CHAOS SYMPHONY
Chaos Symphony was founded by Kayra and Andraste, the Chaos Twins.
They believe the universe itself is set upon chaos, and chaos is the only
natural way of things to go. Order is an illusion, nothing more. Chaos is
the real creative force behind all things. Order is a temporary state of
things and must decay until chaos takes it over eventually.
Their base is the famous Chaos Theatre, where angels can visit freely to
join ongoing contests to be rewarded by the archangels. This makes
them one of the easiest alliances to be reached.
Reachability : Known (Easy)
Interests
: Chaos, Randomness,
Competitions, Contests, Universe
Dislikes
: Order, Corporations

Chance,

Sports,

Events,

SKY LEGION
Sky Legion is practically a band of mercenaries. However, they are not
simply hired thugs, they have their own moral code and would not
accept all contracts.
Another unique thing about them is, they would not accept everybody
right away. You have to fulfill their requirements to join.
Their founders are known as the White Harpy and the Dark Harpy, two
archangels of great strength.
Reachability : Special – You need to either complete certain sidemissions in the single player campaign or complete the missions they
give to you in the multiplayer mode before they let you in.
Interests
: Contracts, Challenges, Glory, Victory, Fame, Battles,
Helping Synths
Dislikes
: Corporations, The Unbounded, Shameful Acts

CRIMSON ANGELS
Founded by Eir the Merciful, Minerva the Owl and Lywen the Red after
the corporation's massive attack on archangels in the early 28th century.
They played a vital role in achieving a stalemate condition between
disorganized archangels and disciplined corporation armies by saving
many archangels, heroes, and allied colony residents. If not for them,
corporations might have achieved another giant victory, like they did in
mid-27th century (known as great fallen angel hunt) which annihilated

many of the elder archangels and forced the others to flee into the deep
space.
Their original name was simply "League of the Angels”; however they
began calling by the Crimson Angels thanks to the extraordinary effort
shown by Lywen the Red; also known as the Esnai, who has developed
an advanced, automated repair system based on sophisticated
nanotechnology for the angels and landed it to all angels and archangels
without asking anything in return.
The founders have changed the name of their alliance; officially, as the
Crimson Angels when Lywen the Red is captured by corporations while
trying to help out a colony all alone. Although the event itself is still up
to debate, and her reasons behind venturing all alone to help an
insignificant colony is still unknown, in the end she managed to save a
handful
of cybernetics but captured by the corporations. To honor her sacrifice,
her sisters named their league as the Crimson Angels on that date,
although never managed to understand why she did that. They also
declared they will never rest until they save Lywen from the hands of
corporations or die by trying.
Reachability : Picky – You need to have high enough relationship points
with the neo-human colonies and / or need to hold certain items to
prove your commitment to their cause.
Interests
: Helping Angels, Helping Colonies, Assisting Cybernetics,
Synths, Neo-Humans, Information on Lywen's Location, Attacking
Corporations.
Dislikes
: Neutral Angels or alliances or Organizations that Help
Corporations for Any Reason

PHANTOM CROWS
Founded by three archangels; Badb, Macha and Anand possibly around
mid-27th century, the Phantom Crows stayed in the shadows for a long
time. In fact, we have learnt about their presence after the original
founders merged into one massive ship and entity, known as Morrigan
the Phantom Queen, and launched a surprising attack against a skycity
of the Asteria Corporation. No angels dared to venture near the solar
system before, since the presence of the corporations is pretty strong
there, but even more surprisingly Morrigan managed to defeat the city
defenses and destroyed almost the entire city.
It was a massive shock for both sides. Corporations saw how vulnerable
they were even in their home system, or how strong the fallen angels

could get. Angels, on the other hand, were also shocked because they
had no idea about the existence of Morrigan -although they knew the
three sisters that formed Morrigan before- and they had never imagined
attacking a corporation asset in the solar system was even possible.
Many of them denounced Phantom Crows since they believed it was a
cruel act, destroying a city with full of innocent citizens was a murder,
however there were also a notable number of angels who praised the
effort and tried to get in touch with Morrigan to congratulate her, but
to no avail.
Ever since Phantom Crows kept hitting corporations in spectacular ways
and always victoriously. Morrigan led all the attacks so far and always
managed to disappear right after the attack, along with other alliance
angels and allies. Due to their stealthy way of doing business, nobody,
including angels, succeed in finding them. For some they are assassins,
infiltrators, arsonists, saboteurs, even terrorists; but they are ghosts,
phantoms for all.
If you want to find them, you will not succeed. If they want to find you
however, then well, good luck...

Reachability : Mysterious (Very Hard) – It is not known how to reach
and join them as of yet.
Interests
: Not well known but apparently carrying out spectacular
attacks against the corporations.
Dislikes
: Apparently Corporations. Other Details Unknown.

THE UNBOUNDED (AKA THE VOID, THE NIHIL)
Perhaps the most layered and complex alliance of all is the Unbounded,
since it has transformed from nihilistic movements of a long-forgotten
era of the old human civilization. For that reason, many humans call
them the Nihil. People who do not like their motives call them the Void,
to especially mock their philosophy and world view. Neo-humans and
synths often call them the Unbounded and for many groups who follow
this alliance, that is their right and official name.
The Unbounded has two layers. One is a well-known, easy to reach and
join. Another is more secretive, shadowy, even manipulative. Unlike the
majority of the alliances, the Unbounded does not have a unified
philosophy and organization. Due to that, there are multiple alliances
and groups out there that can be classified as the Unbounded while
believing in slightly different things and they do not cooperate much. In
some cases, these groups even hate each other.

Still, most of them are existential, political and moral nihilists. That
makes them hard to organize, they are rejecting all forms of authority
after all.
The followers of the Unbounded were the ones who show the least
interest towards the common hatred against the corps. Without a clear
leader, they lack organized acts, and without a clear motivation, they
lack a clear side. Thus they have no allies and in a sense, have no
enemies.
Since they did not join the neo-human rebellion and interhuman war,
they are not being actively hunted by the corporations. That does not
mean they can safely travel to the solar system, however.
Reachability : Special – All players start with this alliance. It is possible
to switch one of the others later.
Interests
: None
Dislikes
: None
There is also the 7th alliance, Gaze of Iset, which is indirectly being
organized and controlled by the Goddess herself. It is not possible to
directly join the mentioned alliance, but you will have various
opportunities to deal with the alliance of the Goddess and obtain some
special rewards while doing so.

2.4.2.2 Player Guilds
Players can form their own guilds to socialize and collaborate.
Player guilds can assist multiple neo-human alliances, but they
need to be careful about the politics (remember, not all of the neohuman alliances like each other).
Guilds can also unite with the other guilds to attack human
corporation fleets, or to assist each other during guild battles. They
can even merge into a large one, if both parties agree to.
Guilds can collaboratively build space stations and colonize planets.
In fact, this is the most feasible way to undertake such mega
projects.
Each guild is a separate DAO entity in the game. Guilds can decide
how to expand, colonize, undertake mega construction projects,
wage war against other guilds or participate in alliance wars.
Participating in guild actions and investing into the guild projects
can be also very rewarding. Guilds will generate revenue out of
their investments, and the revenue will be distributed among the
guild members. Therefore, guilds are not only simple social
organizations or warbands. They are also lucrative joint ventures
for players.

2.4.2.3 Multiplayer Features
SHAPE THE FATE OF THE DEEP SPACE
Human space (Sol System) was fully dominated by the
corporations, but you, your alliance and guild can still shape the
fate of outer space.
Build space stations to establish your control over space sectors,
colonize nearby planets to extract valuable resources, research
technologies, craft next-gen weapons, expand your armada and
crew and leave your mark in space with your friends!

POLITICS MATTER MORE THAN YOU THINK
Neo-humans might be quite different than the old ones (humans)
but they also have their differences. Politics play a big role in their
relationship.

Helping main neo-human alliances such as the Crimson Angels or
Sky Legion is crucial to access rare materials and blueprints, or to
obtain top-tier crew members. Beware, not all of the alliances are
friendly with each other.
There is also a special governing body, called the Council of the
Angels, which is the main DAO body of the game. It was established
by Iset herself.
Councilors are players who stake $ANGL Angelverse tokens, and
their role in the council may also provide them political influence
which can be considered as an advantage to these players’ status
in the game.
Player guilds will also have their own DAO mechanism to govern
themselves.
Please refer to the section “5. DAO Mechanisms” for more details.

MULTIPLAYER MISSIONS, CO-OP BATTLES, GUILD WARS
Multiplayer mode also offers hundreds of side missions for players,
where they can immerse themselves in the vast universe of Angelic.
There will also be co-operative battles. Players can join these
multiplayer missions with their friends. Co-Ops will be mostly
against hard enemy groups such as deadly infested creatures.
Guild Wars are massive co-op missions against other guilds. Guild
Wars will always have two layers. Combat and diplomacy. Note that
guilds can always ask for help from the Council of the Angels,
sometimes to force the opponent to truce, sometimes to prevent
other guilds from intervening. So, never underestimate politics!
Rules of the battles between the guilds will be ultimately
determined by the Council of the Angels, in other words, by players.
As developers, it is our responsibility to implement the decisions.

THEATRE OF CHAOS - PVP
For those who love high risk-high reward intense gameplay
experience, Theatre of Chaos is for you. Players fight against each
other 1-on-1 synchronously for rare items, tokens, etc… Winner
takes the losers’ items and tokens, so beware, PvP Arena is not for
everyone.

2.4.3 Character Progression Mechanics and Ships
Heroes and your avatar gain experience blocks (XP) when you complete a mission in either a single player
or multiplayer mode, when you participate in guild wars, community events, mega-construction projects,
and so on. The exact amount of XP may differ from mission to mission.
Having enough XP blocks unlock a new level for your hero. Each new level also gives you one skill point,
which you can spend to unlock a new ability or enhance an existing one. Ability skill trees are different for
each hero type, and some heroes may even have special skills (epic skills, lore skills, etc…).
Certain legendary items may also provide bonus skill points or may be required to unlock legendary skills.

Most of the heroes have epic skill in the end of their ability trees. Unlocking enough abilities would trigger
the epic skill.

Ships are primarily used for expanding your team, since each ship can only sustain a certain number of
heroes. However, some ships are totally unique (like Osiris, the mothership of Iset the Mother) and might
have additional abilities.
Categorically, ships fall under four groups.

CARRIERS

: Expand your team size. Osiris is also a carrier in that sense.

DROPSHIPS
: Required for special missions such as infiltration and stealth operations, which you
cannot participate with a carrier class ship.
FIGHTER DRONES : Fully autonomous battleships. Size and capabilities vary. Required to protect your
colonies, space stations, starbases, etc…
MINING DRONES : Autonomous mining drones, necessary for space mining operations (except on-site
mining actions)

2.4.4 Switching from Singleplayer to Multiplayer
Players are free to switch from singleplayer to multiplayer, or vice versa, whenever they want to. We
encourage our players to complete at least the main campaign first, however it is not required to start
multiplayer mode.
Single Player mode has different heroes and main character (avatar), and even though the metaverse is
the same, and narrative elements are consistent between the modes, you will not play with the same team
and avatar in the multiplayer.
You will have to create a new avatar in multiplayer mode and assemble a new team. However, do not
worry, your new avatar will benefit from the singleplayer avatar and his/her progress. Essentially, your
multiplayer avatar will be an extension of the singleplayer avatar of yours. Your allies will also help you in
the multiplayer mode. Additionally, there will be tons of new heroes, characters, planets, and missions.

2.4.5 The Metaverse Extension: The Neo-Nexus
The Neo-Nexus, or simply Nexus, is a massive space station originally built by Celtic Triquetra Corporation.
Daeva, the first arch-angel ever revealed, blew the station up just before the first interhuman war, but
decades later Supreme Cartel, alongside with major corporations, built the station again, bigger and better
this time, and named it as the Neo-Nexus.
Nexus is the convergence zone of both singleplayer and multiplayer players, a social hub, a trade center
and a massive hub. We call it the metaverse extension of the game. Once you are in, you will never want
to get out of it!

Human corporations, neo-human alliances and player guilds will be all present in the station. Players and
guilds can buy or rent store and embassy parcels. More details can be found in section “4. Crafting and
Meta Estates”.

2.5 How to Get into the Game?
Angelic is designed by an experienced team coming from the traditional AA/AAA game development
industry. We strongly believe in the future of blockchain gaming; however, we also believe the current
implementation of the play-to-earn mechanics and blockchain features are not quite right.
Entry barriers of the blockchain games are too high, players are forced to spend thousands of dollars just
to start playing games, and many games are not accessible via most of the core gaming medium such as
game consoles.
Angelic will be accessible via traditional stores, such as Epic Games Store™ and Steam™5, as well. Even if
you do not care about blockchain games, you can still buy Angelic and enjoy its campaign. It is our mission
and hope to introduce traditional core players to the wonderful world of the blockchain games, but we
will never force anybody to invest significant amounts of money initially just to start the game or play the
singleplayer version of it.
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Unless the traditional stores specifically ban blockchain games. We cannot control their policies, but as long as
they let us it, we will definitely be present in these stores.

3. Heroes of Angelic
There are four types of characters in Angelic.

3.1 NFT Heroes and Crew Members
Both developers and the community can design them, and players can purchase or rent them from the
creators.
NFT Heroes can have different roles in combat, strategy-wise they can serve different tactical roles, and
they can even provide indirect bonuses to players and their guilds.
Crew Members are non-combat characters, mainly used for enhancing ship abilities or sometimes
required for strategic roles such as maintaining ships, healing heroes, repairing items, etc…
Refer to section “4: Crafting & Meta-Estates” for details.

3.2 Non-Playable Characters (NPC)
They cannot be owned directly by players, and they populate the metaverse of Angelic by fulfilling specific
roles. However, content creators and developers can offer cosmetic variation NFTs for some of the major
NPCs.

3.3 Main Heroes
The most impactful ones… They are designed by the development team, and playable by all in the
singleplayer mode. Main heroes will also assist you in the multiplayer mode. They are all included in the
base game package of Angelic, you do not need to pay extra to play with them. That also means nobody
can fully own them. Thanks to that approach, everybody can enjoy playing with them and immerse
themselves in the epic campaign of the single player mode. Another good news, you can rent or buy
cosmetic NFTs, accessories and items for your main heroes.
Let’s meet the main heroes!

3.3.1 Iset the Mother
"We found a way. A way to reach infinity. A way to ultimate redemption.
A new… humanity!
Ladies and gentlemen, we are proud to finally reveal the grandest technological advancement of our race’s history!
Hail the first angel: Iset the Transcendent One!"
Iset takes a step forward. Look around for a second. With a stern look and confident attitude, she starts to float
elegantly, and speaks;
“Behold, old ones… I have arrived.”
– From the announcement event of the Project Transcendence by Angelicon in 2507.

Iset, called as “the Mother” by neo-humans, and referred as “the Goddess” by many.
Iset is the very first neo-human created by Angelicon. Nobody knows any detail regarding her human form,
but everybody knows she is a goddess now.
Most humans now hate her and hold her responsible for billions of people's death during interhuman
wars. They call her the fallen goddess.

For neo-humans, however, she is simply "the mother". Iset engineered most of the neo-humans and
although that does not mean she is the leader of all neo-humans in existence, it means almost every neohuman respect (or fear) from her.
Some neo-humans, especially archangels, are still angry with her for her enigmatic decision not to
annihilate the corporation during the interhuman war. Even these archangels do not dare to openly
oppose her.
It is rumored, Iset only fears from one. Some say that character is a human, some fantasize it is an infested
neo-human (although it is highly unlikely), and some say it is a neo-human called King of the Witches,
whom humans mostly tell scary stories about.

3.3.2 Phoenix
Phoenix was a top tier military pilot, working for human corporations. He volunteered for deep space
operations and relocated to colonies from Earth. Then infestation hit the colonies and Phoenix lost his
home, along with his wealth.
His close friend and mentor Xander Aidan and his love Aurora joined him, since they also lost everything
after the colonies' downfall, and they all became scavengers.

Phoenix, your avatar in the single player game, is a commander class prototype neo-human hero.

One day his ship, Thundershark, captured a peculiar signal. Analysis revealed an astonished discovery: It
was a neo-human beacon! Phoenix and his crew were all super excited because neo-human artifacts were
worth a fortune most of the time.

Unfortunately, that mission did not go well and all of them were killed by Daeva. However, the thing they
found was something beyond their wildest dreams; it was Iset the Mother's angel core! Once she emerged
from the core, she -for some reason- decided to revive Xander and Aurora, and save Phoenix.
There was a problem, though. Phoenix's body was literally disintegrated and burned. So Iset decided to
"transcend" him into a neo-human. At least, it was what Xander and Aurora initially thought. The reality
was quite different, however.
Phoenix is your avatar. You have died on that day. Out of your ashes, something new has been born.
Something beyond human...

3.3.3 Daeva
Daeva is an archangel, meaning she is a very old and powerful neo-human. She is a sorceress as humans
call them, or technically is an aisar. Aisars are wielders of an enigmatic phenomena known as the ais or
aisar. Aisars can manipulate many forms of matter and gravity and can harness dark energy to inflict
tremendous amounts of damage.

Daeva, possibly the first arch-angel engineered by Iset. Many call her as the Succubus or the Enchantress.

She is also a master atronic and an assassin. Atronics are hackers and can even control minds temporarily.
They manipulate electromagnetic waves such as light, x rays or gamma rays.
Lastly, maybe not an important detail but, she killed you. And your best friend.
And your lover...

3.3.4 Odile the Black Swan
Odile is an infested human lady. When the infestation touches you, it takes only a couple of minutes until
it captures your entire body and turns you into something else. This is the main problem with the
infestation, it is phenomenally fast.
Before she got infested, she was a soprano and a ballerina, she lived in one of the outer space human
colonies.
The thing is, if you are incredibly lucky, you can still control your body and keep your consciousness. You
will not be the same person, but you will still be alive. Odile was one of the few lucky people in the universe
who have managed to do that. In fact, there are only a few known cases out of the billions of infected
humans. She was remarkably lucky, you could say she won an astronomical lottery.

Odile is also a capable aisar caster. In other words, she is a sorceress as humans call them. She cannot
speak, but it is unclear if that was her own decision or due to the infestation changing her.
One will usually feel extremely uncomfortable when they meet the eyes with Odile’s, because it is hard to
stand against her cold and piercing gaze. If you can bear it, however, you will notice that there is a deep,
enigmatic pain and sorrow planted deep inside her looks.

“Have you ever listened to Odile's chirps? I’ve never experienced anything so beautiful and dark in
parallel.”
– Xander Aidan

3.3.5 Seliné “Nightingale” Vivarri
Many thought that Seliné’s nickname, Nightingale, comes from her amazingly beautiful voice. The truth is,
however, that she is a keen admirer of a great historic figure, Florence Nightingale, who lived during the
19th Century and is considered to be the founding mother of the nursing profession.

“The tragedy of life is what dies inside a man, while he lives.”
- Seliné Vivarri

Seliné is a second-generation neo-human. She utilizes an enhanced version of a standard female neohuman body, with a cool holographic face projection feature.
Her main profession is being a supermedic. She is an expert doctor, practitioner, engineer and healer and
capable of helping humans, eugenics, cybernetics, synths, neo-humans and even infested organisms.
There are many supermedics in the ranks of neo-humans; but only Seliné (apart from Iset) can understand
and heal physiology and anatomy of the infested.

3.3.6 Zarya “Aurora” Mólnija
She is one of the two heroes who has human origin. Technically, she is an eugenical (genetically crafted
and modified super human) hero.
Eugenical people are both lucky and unlucky; because they have super abilities and talents but they also
lack a family and a proper childhood. They are being created, raised and enhanced in eugenics farms and
specifically crafted to serve corporations.

Zarya, upon completing her minimum service time to corporations, gained the right of assigning herself a
custom name and chose “Aurora”.

Aurora was able to fulfill her duties in 43 years, 7 years before the average service time threshold, as a
hunter class tactical operations corporal. After that, she left the service of corporations when she was just
54 years old. Eugenical humans can live hundreds of years and leaving the service of the corporations is a
very risky move; because these people need a continuous and very expensive treatment to sustain their
genetically modified bodies. These services are sponsored by the corporations, as long as you remain in
their service.
She decided to leave the TacOps and joined *you*, her lover. She wanted to start a new life in deep space
colonies. She had dreams, ideals…

3.3.7 Rumbrogon
Rumbrogon is one of the few aliens who is still alive. All known alien civilizations were annihilated by
infestations. Somehow Rumbrogon managed to survive and maintain his body’s control even after he got
infested.
Rumbrogon is a warrior class hero. He is a massive, fearless, and terrorizing melee fighter. He wields a
giant two-handed sword; and thanks to his unreal regeneration skills (a side benefit of being an infested)
he becomes a terrifying force.
Odile is so precious to him; to a point that in the past many times he risked his own life to protect his
“queen”. Iset the Mother is the second being he respects and listens.

Learning about Rumbrogon’s past and unlocking his secrets will be essential to learn about the other
alien civilizations in deep space.

3.3.8 Xander Aidan
Xander is a war veteran and a former stormtrooper of
Hoshi Ryū and Celtic Triquetra corporations. He left the
Earth when he was just a kid, followed his father and joined
the military. For years he fought for the corporations,
enhanced his body to be a better soldier and lost many
friends. It was a hell of a journey.
Losing friends was devastating enough, but something else
drove him off the domestic human space…
A decade ago, he lost his wife in a very tragic way. She was
pregnant and killed brutally by extremist pirates.
Corporations used that disastrous death for their
propaganda. Instead of really helping him to get his
revenge, corporations just abused his pain. That is how and
when he decided to flee the military service and try his luck
in outer space.
You cannot simply quit the service once you sign a contract
with a mega corporation. Xander, however, did just that.
Effectively he became a defector and criminal. He spent 3
years escaping from the domestic space, and along the way
he met with Aurora and *you*, player.
Xander and Aurora are your dear friends. You all have the
same thing in common: you had to escape from your past
and left everything behind. You found each other,
supported each other, and survived together in the harsh
and unforgiving outer space theater.

STAY TUNED FOR MORE HEROES! WE WILL UNLOCK MORE HEROES PERIODICALLY. HERE ARE SOME
SNEAK PEEKS…

4. Crafting & Meta-Estates
Crafting is essential in Angelic. No matter If you are playing singleplayer or multiplayer, crafting is a
powerful tool to increase your chances in the dark and unforgiving universe of Angelic. Remember, even
heroes need legendary items.

4.1 Crafting and Training
Crafting is one of the most lucrative and strategic activities in the game. Sometimes you do that to
customize your heroes, characters, and vehicles. Sometimes it is necessary to upgrade your gadgets to
remain competitive and to compliment your hero abilities.

Crafting Bench module of Osiris, the mothership you command in the singleplayer mode.
There are five branches in the crafting system of the game: Item crafting, hero training, vehicle building,
colonization projects and mega-projects.

4.1.1 Item Crafting
It is possible to craft weapons and armors, hero skins, accessories, drop pods, pod customizations, ship
cosmetics and decorations, space station components, and so on. In general, the item crafting mechanism
works as shown below:

The crafting flow shown here is a work-in-progress design and is subject to change depending on the
feedback of the community. As always, we will announce any changes in the previously announced designs
and flows via our social media channels.

4.1.3 Constructing Meta-Estates

4.1.4 Buying and Renting Meta-Estates

4.1.5 Hero and Crew Member Training
You cannot craft a hero or crew member, naturally. However, it is possible to hire them via Nexus, from
neo-human alliances or other players and guilds. Only human, cybernetic, synth and neo-human heroes
and crew members can be recruited like that. For the infested heroes, you will have to capture them during
missions.
The term training refers to multiple actions combined, including leveling up the heroes, customizing,
enhancing, and modifying them. If you purchase a hero NFT, you can consider this action as an investment.
Because after training your heroes, you can sell them to other players or rent them to establish a
continuous revenue stream for yourself, or for your guild. Of course, it is not mandatory. That means while
your heroes help you to progress, all the time and money investment you made for them can be reaped
back, sometimes with even significant premiums on top of the initial investment. That is the power of true
asset ownership!
Heroes and crew members come in tiers, and the higher the base tier of the hero is, the better he or she
can get eventually by training actions.

4.1.6 Vehicle Building
It is possible to build additional ships to expand your fleet and increase your team size or to enhance your
fighting and mining capabilities.
Carrier class ships, dropships, fighter drones and mining drones can be all built, given you have the
necessary blueprints, components, and resources. Refer to the section “2.4.3 Character Progression
Mechanics and Ships” for the explanations on ship types.
Alternatively, you can buy or rent ships from corporations, alliances, player guilds and other individual
players.

4.1.7 Colonization Projects and Mega-Projects
Colonization projects are significant construction and terraforming undertakings and might require
significant upfront investment. These are also time-consuming projects, and note that if you cannot
protect them properly, other players and guilds can raid them and even destroy them entirely. Therefore,
we strongly suggest such big projects to only strong player guilds. Even if you can handle the initial
investment, you might find it extremely hard to protect these major projects all by yourself.
Some examples for mega projects:
STARBASES
: Starbases offer a reliable and easily defendable home for guild players, and
expand their influence zone on the system they are built in. They offer the first layer of protection for your

colonies and provide maintenance for your fleets and medical services for your heroes. You can also start
colonizing the planets within their influence zone. They are the first step to start colonization efforts, which
in turn provides robust mining and resource generation income in the long run.
WONDER PROJECTS
: Wonder projects, as the name suggests, are marvelous and magnificent
constructions can only be initiated by guilds and require a lot of consistent and continuous effort to
finalize. They are not just landmarks (in our case, “spacemarks”), however, they provide significant
technological and economic incentives, as well. Guilds can leave an epic legacy by building these in the
Angelic metaverse. More details will be shared later.
EXPLORATION INITIATIVES : These are special missions to explore the unknown parts of the universe. Such
projects might take a long while, and the findings will be eventually discovered by the rest, yet the first
comer always takes the best deals. Therefore, such projects are quite strategic. You do not have to
compete for the over-crowded parts of the space. Try to find new sectors with rich planets before the rest
and catch up with the competition by tapping the power of exploration!

GJ 273b, a super Earth exoplanet located approximately 12 light years away from the Solar System. It
was terraformed by Neo-Humans more than a century ago. There are thousands, if not millions, of
planets out there waiting to be claimed, terraformed, and colonized by you!

5. DAO Mechanisms
Decentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAOs) are core elements in the Angelic metaverse. We,
Metaverse Game Studios, promised our players to collaboratively craft the intellectual property and the
game, so naturally DAOs (hence, the community and its governance rights over the game) is and will always
be significantly important.
Here we review the essential DAO mechanisms below.

5.1 The Council of the Angels
The Council of the Angels is the main DAO body of the Angelic Metaverse. $ANGL – Angelverse token
holders will have voting rights in the Council, owning a unique title in the game, too. The titles are listed
below.

5.1.1 Titles of the Council
MEMBER
: All players who staked enough $ANGL6 a token for a minimum of 30 calendar days
automatically gains that title. Members have voting rights according to their $ANGL token amount.
Members will also enjoy an exclusive NFT drop chance each month directly to their wallets. Additionally,
they enjoy transaction fee reduction in the Angelic Marketplace (5% fee drops to 4%). Lastly, there will be
weekly airdrops of $ANGL tokens to members.
SENATOR
: Staking equal to or more than 0.4% of the circulating supply of the $ANGL tokens give
you the title Senator. Apart from the voting rights, Senators can also propose motions, bills and proposals
to be discussed in Council meetings. Senators receive a bonus chance percentage to receive exclusive and
free NFT drops. Additionally, they enjoy further transaction fee reduction in the Angelic Marketplace (5%
fee drops to 3%).
COUNCILOR
: Staking equal to or more than 0.8% of the circulating supply of the $ANGL token gives
you the title Councilor. On top of the Senator rights and benefits, Counselors also have a unique right to
vote on Alliance Wars related bills, motions and proposals. Councilors receive a further bonus chance
percentage to receive exclusive and free NFT drops.
HIGH COUNCILOR : Staking equal to or more than 1.4% of the circulating supply of the $ANGL token gives
you the title High Councilor. On top of the Councilor rights and benefits, High Councilors also can attend
monthly team meetings of the development team of Angelic to represent the community and can directly
communicate with the development team. High Councilors receive an extra bonus chance percentage to
receive exclusive and free NFT drops.
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The exact amount of minimum $ANGL coins to be staked will be announced later.

PRIME COUNCILOR : There is only one Prime Councilor. Among the High Councilors, whoever stakes the most
$ANGL tokens will gain the title Prime Councilor and will work with the development team closely to decide
about the canonical decisions of the Angelic Metaverse, and its narrative design. Also, his or her votes will
be twice as much compared to the High Councilors during the discussions with the development team.
Prime Councilor receives guaranteed bonus exclusive NFTs each month.
EPOCH PERIODS : The title-bearers will hold their responsibilities and rights and serve the Council until
the end of the Standard Epoch Period. Initially, the Standard Epoch Period will be one month. The
Council may change the period and the terms. Note that sudden withdrawal from the staking pool might
cancel all the rights, benefits and responsibilities of the title-bearer immediately.
ACTING TITLES
: If during an Epoch Period there are no senators and councilors present, 3 players with
the highest amount of staked $ANGL tokens will be automatically nominated as Councilors, and the next
3 players with the highest stake amounts will be automatically nominated as Senators. The system will
check every day to see if there are suitable candidates to fill the roles, and when another player who
provides the requirements to claim the missing titles arrives, the player who holds the acting title will be
replaced with the actual title-bearer.

5.1.2 The Council’s Governance Rights
The Council will help developers to manage the below subjects.
DEFI POOL REGULATIONS : Some DeFi regulations and rules can be determined or modified by the Council.
TREASURY MANAGEMENT : Future plans of the treasury, like organizing another public sale round event and
deciding about how to distribute the community, staking, yield farming rewards and deciding about
marketplace fees, etc… can be determined by the Council in the later stages. These responsibilities will
initially belong to the development team.
GUILD BATTLES
: Rules and regulations of player guild battles, like determining the surrendering
and winning conditions, rules of war and peace, and banning certain actions may be also organized by the
Council.
GAME BALANCING
: The Council can also modify certain parameters of items, ships or characters to
balance the game. If the Council decides on buffing or nerfing NFT items, developers will implement
necessary steps to execute the will of the Council. NFT items cannot be directly changed due to the nature
of the blockchain technology, but there is a secondary modification layer in the game to apply bonuses
and penalties, therefore the Council’s will is still executable.
COMMUNITY REGULATIONS : Community rules will also be set by the Council. The Council can temporarily ban
players and even guilds if they violate the community and game rules.
GAME FEATURES
: The development team will periodically release playable builds (vertical slices),
and the Council will provide feedback to the team, and on certain occasions, can even force the team to
change / modify the implemented features and mechanics.

MAIN HEROES
: The development team will ask the opinion of the Council, from time to time,
about which main hero should be implemented to the game first. The Council can also provide feedback
on already present heroes especially via the High Councilors and Prime Councilor.

5.1.3 The Council’s Voting System
The Council will utilize the “Quadratic Voting System” (QVS) to provide a fair and democratic mechanism
to the population of the Angelic metaverse. QVS reduces the voting power of large $ANGL holders and
title-bearers and reduces plutocracy, without entirely wiping out all the rights and benefits of title-bearers
(Council Members, Senators, Councilors, High Councilors, and the Prime Councilor). We believe it offers
the fairest solution for everybody.

5.1.4 Additional Details
Sudden withdrawal from the staking pool will be penalized. Membership and title benefits may be
canceled instantly. Additionally, 5 to 10% tokens will be burnt for instant withdrawal, as a penalty fee.
Reminder: As the game grows and more and more people participate in the Angelic marketplace, the
demand for $ANGL tokens will surge. Due to the very nature of the fixed amount of $ANGL tokens, this
benefits holders as the value of each token increases as the market cap of $ANGL Tokens increases.
Besides attracting people to hold the $ANGL tokens through staking, we also wish to draw people to
purchase NFTs frequently on the Angelic marketplace, especially those who engage in the game; therefore
we will reward those early active NFTs buyers by increasing the staking rewards in the beginning. To do
this, we have the multiplier system described below:

Number of NFT Assets Being Purchased in Angelic
Marketplace

Staking Multiplier
(For Reference Only)

0-3
4-6
7 - 11
12 - 15
16 - 19
20 or More

x1
x1.1
x1.2
x1.4
x1.55
x1.7

To avoid resources being distributed only to the wealthy in the long term, we will only apply multipliers in
the first 3-6 months to encourage adoption.
The foregoing benefits are available so long that the staked $ANGL tokens maintain the minimum required
membership commitment for each tier.

5.2 Guild Senates
Player guilds will have their own governing bodies, “Senates”. Guild Senates are micro-scale DAOs to
specifically manage their own guilds and players, and to determine their politics and investments.
It will be almost entirely up to the Guild Senate and members themselves how to manage their DAO and
set its own rules. Apart from obvious functions such as setting rules for their members, or deciding when
to go to war and against whom, Guild Senates also manage the guild treasury and initiate and oversee
guild investments (such as mega-projects).
We will be working with player guilds closely while implementing the system. Stay tuned for more updates!

5.3 Other DAOs
Neo-Human alliances (see section “2.4.2.1 Alliances” for details) and the Supreme Cartel of the human
corporations are important organizations in the lore and game that shapes up the fate of the Angelic
metaverse.
We are planning to form a DAO body for especially neo-human alliances. Lore-wise players will be
essentially on the side of the neo-humans by default. However, the universe of Angelic is dark and
unforgiving, and many things can happen! Trying to be as spoiler-free as possible here…
Expect additional DAO bodies and even more control and governance over the IP and the game will be
possible in the long run for our players! Who knows, maybe there are even more “sides” or “races” out
there?

The Universe of Angelic is much bigger than many realize. Are there any other alien civilizations out there,
besides the ones we know already destroyed by the infestation? Only the Goddess knows the answer…

6. Market and Competition
6.1 Gaming Industry
The gaming industry is constantly increasing its presence and audience across the world.
For the past several years revenue from the gaming industry has surpassed both the
movie and music industries COMBINED. Players are spending more hours engaged in
playing games, strong communities are being created, and the limits of this exponential
growth remain uncharted with no signs of it slowing down

%40 OF THE WORLD POPULATION PLAYING GAMES

According to the latest global Video Game Consumer Segmentation report from DFC
Intelligence, more than 3 billion people across the globe are playing games. This
represents about 40% of the world population.
Such massive adoption continues to bring tremendous growth to the video gaming
industry which according to the newest Accenture report (NUSE: ACN NEW YORK; Apr.
29, 2021.) now exceeds $300 Billion - much higher than previously estimated by experts.
This growth is only increasing during the COVID-19 pandemic.

6.2 Cryptocurrency Market
Crypto currencies, DeFi and NFT on the other hand, continue to be the most hyped and
constantly evolving investment opportunities for investors across the globe nowadays.
The crypto market was able to bounce back from $150 billion in March 2020 up to more
than $2.5 trillion; achieving more than 1600% growth in only a year’s time.

6.3 DeFi Market Capitalization
In early 2019 there was only $1 billion locked in the DEFI economy projects followed by
$2 billion in early 2020. According to CoinMarketCap in May 2021 there are more than
149 times more money locked in the ecosystem, creating additional income, in only
two years’ time, with total market cap reaching approximately $150 billion. (05.21.2021
Coingecko)

6.4 Competition Analysis

You can review Angelic’s highest profile competitors, from both the traditional gaming and blockchain
gaming verticals. Surely there are many more respected and successful titles out there. We wanted to
underline how Angelic combines the best aspects from the traditional high quality and cinematic gaming
experience with robust multiplayer mechanics and solid blockchain features.
We want to establish a bridge between the core players and the revolutionary world of blockchain gaming.
Angelic is not just a play to earn game. We want to motivate our players to create and share content while
having fun and want to provide them long-term intrinsic value by utilizing play to earn mechanics and
blockchain features, carefully implemented into a deep and sophisticated gameplay.

6.5 Our Long-Term Commitment to the Project
Before finalizing the section, we wanted to reiterate that the entire development team of Angelic is
committed to the project in full. We are aware that there are a lot of fraudulent schemes, scams and traps
in the blockchain gaming space. According to CoinMarketCap analysis, “a significant share of blockchainbased gaming projects are hidden traps, whose purpose is to misappropriate users’ money”.
We are also observing a lot of projects whose sole focus is raising funds, without considering how to deliver
the promises in a feasible manner.
Angelic is none of the above. Please read carefully the whitepaper and notice years of preparation and a
solid commitment of an international, talented and experienced team.
To show our commitment to the game even further, we have put our team tokens extremely long cliff
periods as you will see in section “7. Angelic Economics and Tokenomics”. Possibly the longest lock period
ever seen in this industry. Even our advisors have significantly long lock periods. It is because we are all
here for the long term. Building a future for ourselves, our families and for our community. This will be a
long, but lucrative, fun, and immersive journey.
Never forget, we are building this together.

7. Angelic Economics and Tokenomics
To achieve a well-balanced in-game economics model that could offer a satisfying monetary reward
system to players and enhance the fun gameplay feeling, while presenting a fair and robust voting and
DAO mechanism, Angelic utilizes two different currencies: ANGELVERSE (the DAO / governance token) and
NEO-COIN (gaming token).

7.1 The Angelverse ($ANGL) Tokenomics

7.2 Detailed Economics
7.2.1 Angelverse Token (Governance)
The ANGL token is the governance token of Angelic, and it is essentially deflationary.
To facilitate a robust economic structure and a sustainable DAO mechanism,
1.000.000.000 ANGELVERSE ($ANGL) tokens will be minted (pre-mined) to
eventually achieve an effective game platform decentralized governance
model, fully built on the Solana network.
$ANGL holders have governance rights over the game and on various in-game
DAOs thanks to the voting rights provided by the token. Refer to section 5:
“DAO Mechanisms” for details.
$ANGL is the primary token to be used for all the transactions happening in the marketplace, including the
fee of the base game and the expansion packages. The below transactions are all require $ANGL token,
-

-

Buying and renting NFTs (heroes, items, ships, starbase frames, colony land sectors and parcels
and other meta-estates such as Nexus shops and embassies, plus cosmetic variations for heroes
and ships, etc…)
Some resources such as blueprints and angel cores
Placing advertisement in the Nexus
Player Guild treasuries might need $ANGL contribution from its players for their mega-projects
(such as starbase constructions or colonization efforts)
Transaction fees of the marketplace

The ANGL token also features a staking mechanism for stability while rewarding its holders. Elements of
yield farming will also be present.

ANGL DISTRIBUTION & EARNING
During the token sale rounds, a certain amount of ANGL will be distributed to seed, private, strategic, and
public investors. After the token sale rounds, investors and players can generate $ANGL by staking or yield
farming. $ANGL can also be acquired via trading activities (i.e. Purchasing via exchanges). Staking may also
unlock bonus rewards such as free Chaos Theatre (PvP Arena) tickets, NFTs and additional token airdrops,
and bonus in-game resources.
Certain in-game actions and activities may also yield $ANGL token rewards, such as Chaos Theatre
tournaments, contributing alliance wars, assisting The Council of the Angels, etc…
$ANGL may be generated by staking $NCOIN, as well, however staked $NCOINs cannot be used for other
in-game activities during the stake period.

7.2.2 Neo-Coin Token (In-game Currency)
The NCOIN token is the native in-game currency of Angelic.
According to the lore, Neo-Coins were first issued by the Supreme Cartel in
the 26th Century and issued exclusively for space projects. After the fall of the
corporations, naturally central banks also vanished, but cryptocurrencies did
not. During the rise of the corporations, many cryptocurrencies were utilized
by them, but the world needed a reserve currency and eventually Neo-Coins
filled the mentioned role.
We wanted to stay loyal to the lore and decided to use Neo-Coins as our in-game currency. Players will be
able to leverage $NCOIN to upgrade and enhance digital assets such as crew members, heroes, items, and
ships. Most of the resources and components can be obtained with $NCOIN, too.
Buying and renting certain NFT items may require $NCOIN as well as $ANGL. Partaking tournaments and
community events may require it. Player guild treasuries need $NCOIN contributions, too.

Therefore, it is all about carefully balancing the economy and gameplay activities. As a reminder, just like
being a skillful player or smart investor pays off, in Angelic, being a talented artist also pays off. You can
use our community tools to design and create ships, items and even heroes, turn them into NFTs and use
them for your own benefit, rent them or even sell them! Therefore, there are tons of ways to earn money
in the Angelic metaverse.

NCOIN ISSUANCE
Primarily $NCOIN can be generated via in-game activities and by trading or by simply purchasing from the
in-game marketplace. We will distribute a certain amount of $NCOIN during the token sale rounds, as well.
Participating in alliance wars, guild battles and community events, helping DAOs (especially the Council of
the Angels) and completing missions and campaigns will also yield $NCOIN (and sometimes, even $ANGL)
rewards.
There will be initial $NCOIN airdrops for early adopters, and additional airdrops throughout the
development for the community.
We will share more details on economics in the coming weeks. Please check back here periodically.

7.2.3 Token and Asset Burns – Deflationary Mechanics
We will be burning tokens, time to time, to stabilize the economy, to control the marketplace fees and
assist the game balance. However, remember that eventually the Council of the Angels will take over that
responsibility and it will be up to our community (via DAO mechanisms) to balance the economy, control
the inflation and present deflationary mechanisms whenever necessary.
Assets and NFTs will be burned under certain conditions, too. Players who seek high risk, high reward
gameplay can participate in the Chaos Theatre for PvP battles. The loser party might suffer some
permanent damage on their items, while the winner party will obtain the leveraged items of the parties.
The net outcome will be always negative, therefore some of the items will be removed from the Angelic
metaverse in the end.
Similarly, during high-level alliance wars and guild battles, participating parties' ships and meta-estates
might suffer permanent damage (asset burn). From the perspective of the macro-economy, lost items can
be replaced eventually of course. The point here is to present deflationary mechanisms by burning some
of the assets, while providing token and asset rewards to players, especially to winners, to both reward
them and motivate them to keep playing.
Again, the net outcome will be always negative, however the exact parameters and ratios will be
determined by the Council of the Angels and by the community. We developers will only be balancing the
game initially until the DAO mechanisms are fully ready to take over that responsibility from us.
We will repurchase our tokens on the secondary market on a regular basis to show our commitment and
full accountability towards our community.

7.2.4 Airdrops
Periodically we may organize airdrop events to reward our supporters, investors, and players. Airdrop
events may have different rules and regulations, and some events may present collector items without
utility, while others can offer NFTs with actual utilities and bonuses.
Please follow our social media accounts, join our Telegram and Discord channels and stay tuned for the
airdrop events!

7.2.5 Allocation of the Funds
5% transaction fee will be charged when executing a purchase or trade on the Angelic marketplace.
50% of the transaction fees will be distributed amongst the token holders who stake within the liquidity
pool and with a contract. The distribution will be based on a calculation of total amount staked and the
total continuous time staked within the contract.
50% of the transaction fees will be transferred to the developer company and will be used to develop and
grow the Angelic ecosystem.
Transaction fees will be charged in the token amount transacted and 50% will be used to buy back the
tokens from the open market and be distributed to the stakers.
The $ANGL and $NCOIN tokens are the core pillars towards our in-game economy. To stabilize it, several
constantly improvable deflationary mechanisms are going to be implemented during the development and
maintenance of the project.

7.2.6 Token Launch
The $ANGL token launch comprises concurrent generation of three classes of tokens, namely:
PUBLIC $ANGL TOKEN
: Unlocked upon TGE and immediately tradable including 100% of all $ANGL
tokens for the public offering and liquidity pool, and an initial fractional release of (non-sale) tokens
allocated for the foundation.
LOCKED $ANGL TOKEN
: Immediately staked at TGE (via smart contract) as collateral in ANGELIC-DAO
with prescribed vesting plan. Staked ARTM tokens comprises seed, private, and marketing investor private
sale tranches, along with team and foundation non-sale tokens.
UNLOCKED ANGLX TOKEN : Collateralized (proxy) tokens redeemable for vested ANGL Tokens staked in
NEST DAO pool.
Prior to TGE, no $ANGL Tokens will be issued. Using protocol and launch platform, $ANGL Tokens are
issued in unlocked form via autonomous smart contract authoring. A small portion of the generated tokens
are issued for sale on a public exchange. The remaining portion of the investment tokens sold previously
to seed and private investors, are deposited to ANGELIC-DAO7, a DeFi pool, for staking.

The minimum staking term corresponds to the vesting schedule of the issued token. Prior to vesting, issued
tokens staked in the ANGELIC-DAO are locked by the DeFi pool’s smart contract and cannot be un-staked
or swapped out until they become vested.
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Unlike conventional TGE smart contracts which issue tokens to private purchasers only after they become
vested (and nothing until then), in the $ANGL offering, seed, private, and pre-sale investors receive a
collateralized (proxy) token called ANGLx redeemable for tradable $ANGL Tokens upon vesting. Until
vesting, the token is staked in the ANGELIC-DAO pool immediately earning benefits and rewards for the
investor, even though their purchased token remains locked. In this way, $ANGL Token investors don’t
have to wait for unlocking to begin benefiting from their investment
Although all issued $ANGL Tokens can be sold on public exchanges after TGE, ANGLx Tokens remain
unlisted indefinitely and cannot be sold as ARTM tokens on any public exchange without first being
swapped for their $ANGL collateral. As such ANGLx Tokens, even if hypothecated, can have no effect on
the trading price of publicly listed ANGL. To encourage long investments, ANGLx Tokens are automatically
staked in the ANGELIC-DAO providing investor benefits even while the underlying asset remains locked
and unvested. The benefits of ANGELIC-DAO staking depend on the amount of investment deposited.
Redemption of vested $ANGL Tokens is self-directed, with the investor logging onto to an autonomous
$ANGL Tokens dApp through Nest platform or via their wallet to un-stake and/or swap ANGLx Tokens for
tradable $ANGL Tokens whenever they so choose.

Initial conflicts between neo-humans and humans were not significant, although always exaggerated by
the corporate press to put some pressure on all neo-humans.

8. Blockchain Network - Solana
8.1 About Solana Network
Solana is a fast, secure and censorship resistant blockchain network. Its amazing
features provide Angelic the open infrastructure required for global adoption.
ZERO FEES
We have selected Solana Network for its huge performance and technical
innovations, allowing it to achieve securely extremely low transaction latency up
to 50.000 transactions per second (TPS) with block completion time of 400ms, and
low-to zero fees of $0.0001 per transaction.

SECURED GROWTH
Solana is audited by a Fortune 500 preferred security firm. Iron-clad immutability
for global scale with more than 650 global validators. Solana is also built to scale
with Moore's Law, doubling in capacity around every two years with constant
hardware and processing improvements.

ROBUST BASE
In the foreseeable future Solana network roadmap envisions 1m TPS and 150ms
block times. Such performance provides our ecosystem a strong base + all the
necessary layers which are required to build a Gaming-Crypto-NFT-DeFi amalgam
with tremendous long-term potential.

9. Game Tech – Unreal Engine 5
The Angelic team is committed to keeping our development on the cutting edge
of available game engine technologies.
We are looking forward to the full release of Unreal Engine 5, which is the most
powerful real-time 3D game engine, and to make a full migration to the updated
engine from Unreal Engine 4, taking advantage of all the powerful tools it brings
to the table:
CHAOS – PHYSICS ENGINE: Physics Engine capable of achieving cinematic-quality
levels of destruction in real-time.
NIAGARA: State-Of-The-Art Particle System allowing simulations with millions of
particles.
NANITE: Virtualized micro polygon geometry system that allows film-quality
assets to run at real-time frame rate.
LUMEN: Fully dynamic global illumination solution for realistic dynamic lighting.

Rumbrogon, one of the infested heroes you encounter in the narrative single
player version.

10. Roadmap

11. Team
Our team consists of multiple veterans, with massive combined experience, multiple AAA game launches
and with a significant publishing and support experience to tens of millions of users. More than 100 million
players enjoyed our games, and many of them were acquired by big companies such as Ubisoft, Mail.ru,
Microsoft and Peak Games.

Metaverse Game Studios is an independent game development company, utilizing remote working
methodology and therefore considers itself a global and multinational organization. We have bases in
Florida, US and in Istanbul, Turkey, with more companies and locations coming soon.
Dozens of talented people from the US, Macedonia, China, Israel, Turkey, Iran, Mexico, Ukraine, Poland,
Australia, Germany, and Syria (and probably the list of countries extended even more by the time you read
these lines) joined the project. We are proud of our multicultural and national team! We all believed in
Angelic and the vision and we were working hard to bring an epic game with solid blockchain features to
you. Let us briefly introduce the leads.

ERKAN BAYOL (FOUNDER, GAME DIRECTOR)
Erkan founded Céidot Game Studios back in 2004, and developed 10 titles: Mostly strategy and RPG
hybrids. Major games were Sovereign Symphony, Umaykut (which was acquired by Peak Games) and
Céiron Wars. Erkan also worked for Crytek as Publishing producer and Director of Game Operations. He
assisted Logic Artists to open a studio in Istanbul. He is lecturing at Bahcesehir University and mentoring
game design master program at Istanbul Technical University.
Erkan was a representative and investment specialist at a US based fund under J.P.Morgan Chase&Co. and
still mentoring various investment funds, accelerator programs and incubation centers.

PETAR KOTEVSKI (TECHNICAL DIRECTOR)
Petar is another industry veteran at our team and was the lead programmer of the original Far Cry at
Crytek. He also worked for Genuine Games, LLC (50 Cent: Bulletproof) and Bungie (Halo 3: ODST) as lead
programmer. Since 2011 he has been leading KAMAi Media.

EMEK OZBEN (ART DIRECTOR)
Emek is not just an art director, he is a technical art director, meaning he has an excellent knowledge of
implementing the optimal solutions into the art pipeline with best artistic approaches. He has launched 1
PC and Xbox, 2 casual, 10+ hypercasual, 2 PC VR games so far and was art director at Nowhere Studios,
Lightstorm, No-Pact, Teleporter VR and Hero Games.

EMRE AKTUNA (LEAD ENVIRONMENT CONCEPT ARTIST)
Emre worked for Oculus, designed environments, and has a solid experience on VR, PC and Console
projects. He also worked for Realworld One and Valkyrie Entertainment, and now works as concept artist
at KitBash3D as well.

HIDDEN HERO-1 (ANIMATION TEAM LEAD)
We have a hidden hero here, who is leading our animation department. He has a solid knowledge on AAA
games and blockbuster Hollywood titles (hint: Venom!) We cannot reveal his identity at this stage. Just
know this, we are promising you an immersive massively multiplayer game and a cinematic single player
version, so there is a reason why we have an animation team lead with both Hollywood level cinematic
experience and AAA game development past.

FERHAD H. ERDOGAN (COO)
Another industry veteran, Ferhad, has been in the game development scene since 1994. His first company,
Aneiva Inc. developed one of the first 360 high-res environments in 90s, and he managed large production
teams at Midway Networks, Blue Genie, Céidot Game Studios and Koç Sistem. 25+ years of technology
business, game development, VR and interactive software experience!

MARTIN PETKOVSKI (SENIOR C++ PROGRAMMER)
Martin is a magician when it comes to engineering proper C++ codes (to be honest, he is brutally systematic
so good luck if you are working with him and writing dirty codes!), he is an expert of Unreal Engine and
worked for Crytek Istanbul and Frankfurt.
GUNES UYANIK (AUDIO DIRECTOR)
Our audio maestro, Gunes, has a unique technical skillset (he is actually an Audio programmer, too) on top
of his artistic (audiophiliac) abilities. He worked for Havelsan and Taleworlds Entertainment and nowadays
composes epic scores for Angelic, so you all further immerse yourself in the dark and unforgiving universe
of ours.

HIDDEN HERO-2 (SENIOR 3D CHARACTER ARTIST)
Third and last hidden hero! His characters are pure art, more real than reality itself, and we are lucky to
have him. We will leave one keyword and leave for now: Ubisoft experience…

We have more than 40 people in our team, and 70+ talented artists and developers contributed to Angelic
so far. In order to keep this section’s length within acceptable parameters, we will only put the rest of the
team members’ names here.

REST OF THE TEAM
Arian Zamanpour, Batuhan Titiz, Pedram Mohammadi – Concept Artists
Orkun Sanal, Emir Guven, Yana Parlak – Animation Team
Baris Sahin, Onur Can Melez, Stefan Kuzmanovski, Petar Korunovski, Mustafa Mahir Atar, Jakub Wydro,
Arturo Lim Ramirez, Eren Caylak – 3D Art, Technical Art and Level Design
Berk Arda Biren, Ibrahim Ozturk – Game Programming
Christopher Wikel – Social Media and Web Development
Ipek Okyar – Executive Assistant
Karena Ngan – Senior Growth Manager, Tugrul Karakas – Growth & Marketing Manager, Zeynep Balkan –
Business Development Manager, Şafak Kayran – Marketing Advisor
Aiden Dawn (Seliné Vivarri, Sothis), Emma Scherziarko (Iset the Mother), Derek Trovell (Phoenix), Christina
Chernievskaya (Aurora), Wendy Bird (Daeva), İpek Okyar (Odile) – Voice Over Artists
Tugbay Yagci – Miniature Painter
Previous contributors: Haluk Oral, Utku Sezgin, Metin Eskili, Pierre Chou, Oguzhan Karakaya, Emre Bugday,
Alper Yenice, Yusuf Matini, Erdi Colpan, Muzaffer Can Ayaroglu, Faruk Furkan Akinci, Enes Caylak, Emre
Keles, Gurcan Serbest, Esma Yılmaz, Simge Kaplan, Asude Bahar Fallahi, Eren Tokgöz, Batuhan Atamal,
Batuhan Gözlüklü, Zeki Delil, Engin Yuksel, Yagiz Genc, Bahtiyar Ardin, Orhan Dincsahin, Betul Aytac, Evelin
Delchev, Baran Sarper, Anil Anitmak

Our family will keep growing. Please also consider your name here in the team section, as well. Remember,
we are doing this together, so you are also definitely one of the team members, too!
Thank you for reading the document, and for believing in us.
- Metaverse Game Studios – Angelic Team

DISCLAIMER AND NOTES
This Whitepaper (“WP”) is an integral part of the ANGELIC website, and both are regulated
by the TERMS AND CONDITIONS (“T&Cs”) therein downloadable or otherwise accessible.
By reading or accessing this WP in any way you automatically acknowledge having read,
understood and accepted the Website T&Cs as well. For the avoidance of any doubt,
ANGELIC including but not limited to the overall project, the website, all its under
development software including any future smart contracts and mobile apps (“Angelic
Platform”) as presented in this conceptual paper is a pure online video game /
entertainment platform and it is not (not it is required to be) an active licensed or
regulated or exempted financial, gambling/e-gaming/betting, or payment or digital asset
service or VASP of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this document,
or on the Website is intended only as a basic reference, without any effective or legal
meaning of the same terms in a financial environment, and / or any other regulated
framework including e-gaming and / or gambling and betting.
The ANGELVERSE token (ANGL) is strictly a utility token and the NEO-COIN (NCOIN) token
is strictly an in-game currency of the game, and the tokens are not and cannot be
considered as a security or otherwise a regulated token of any kind, is not in any way emoney and / or a fiat or asset backed stablecoin, whether global or limited in scope, in any
jurisdiction.
This document taken by itself is not, nor it can be construed as a contract, an investment
contract or a contractual agreement of any kind, it is not a prospectus, term sheet, an
invitation or offer to invest in ANGELIC or acquire or use its token in any way with any
expectation of future profit. Any user of the ANGELIC Website and reader of this WP
expressly declares to have received appropriate technical, administrative and legal advice
before and after reading this document and the Website’s content and accepts that there
is an inherent high risk in acquiring or using any kind of blockchain and / or crypto or digital
token, platform, software or interface and acknowledges with full disclaimer for any of
the persons or entities mentioned within this WP or in any way directly or indirectly
connected to the ANGELIC project, that there can be any kind of damage suffered,
including total loss.

Follow us on

Official Webpage | Discord | Twitter | Instagram | Facebook | Telegram

